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Abstract. Industrial agrifood processes often strongly rely on human expertise,
expressed as know-how and control procedures based on subjective measurements (color, smell, texture), which are very difﬁcult to capture and model. We
deal in this paper with a cheese ripening process (of french Camembert), for
which experimental data have been collected within a cheese ripening laboratory chain. A global and a monopopulation cooperative/coevolutive GP scheme
(Parisian approach) have been developed in order to simulate phase prediction
(i.e. a subjective estimation of human experts) from microbial proportions and
Ph measurements. These two GP approaches are compared to Bayesian network
modeling and simple multilinear learning algorithms. Preliminary results show
the effectiveness and robustness of the Parisian GP approach.
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Introduction

This study is part of the large INCALIN research project, whose goal is the modeling
of agrifood industrial processes1 . The competitive challenge to which agrifood industries are facing is related to quality and sustainability of food products. The aim of the
INCALIN project is to build decision support tools to manage the manufacturing process as a whole. Current knowledge on industrial agrifood processes are focussed on
microbiological, mechanistic, sensorial or physicochemical changes, and are expressed
in various ways: databases, mathematical models, and know-how of operators-experts
in terms of formal or unformal reasoning. Among the fragmented knowledge available,
the human-expert knowledge is certainly the most challenging to capture.
We focus in this paper on a cheese ripening process (section 2): The cheese, during ripening, is an ecosystem (a bio-reactor) that is extremely complex to be modeled
as a whole, and where human experts operators have a decisive role. The modiﬁcations of substrate under the action of several populations of micro-organisms is only
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partially known, and various macroscopic models have been experimented to embed
expert knowledge, like expert systems [12, 13, 11], neural networks [14, 17], mechanistic models [1, 20], or dynamic Bayesian networks [4].
The major problem common to these techniques is related to the sparseness of available data: collecting experimental data is a long and difﬁcult process, and resulting data
sets are often uncertain or even erroneous. The precision of the resulting model is often limited by the small number of valid experimental data, and parameteter estimation
procedures have to deal with incomplete, sparse and uncertain data. In this context we
consider stochastic optimisation techniques, like evolutionary techniques, which have
been proven successful on several complex agrifood problems [3, 8, 21].
The idea developed in this study is based on the following question: is it possible to
capture (learn) in a satisfying way an expert knowledge with help of a model evolved
by genetic programming, for a complex cheese ripening process ?
The ﬁrst step in this direction aims at comparing a part of a reference dynamic
Bayesian model whose structure is based on expert knowledge (section 2) with evolved
GP estimators, using a global strategy (section 3) and a cooperative/coevolutive strategy (Parisian GP, section 4). Experimental results (section 5) prove the efﬁcacy of GP
approaches to estimate the phase parameter of the process (currently made “at hand” in
industrial chains). Section 6 then sketches the next steps of the study in order to build
an efﬁcient model of the whole cheese ripening process.
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The camembert-cheese ripening process

For soft-mould cheese the most important biochemical phenomena occur during ripening. Relationships between microbiological and physicochemical changes depend on
environmental conditions (e.g. temperature, relative humidity ...) [15] and inﬂuence the
quality of ripened cheeses [9, 16]. A ripening expert is able to estimate the current state
of some of the complex reactions at a macroscopic level through its perceptions. Control
decisions are then generally based on these subjective but robust expert measurements.
Experimental procedures in laboratories (“model cheeses”) use pasteurized milk
inoculated with Kluyveromyces marxianus (Km), Geotrichum candidum (Gc), Penicillium camemberti (Pc) and Brevibacterium auriantiacum (Ba) under aseptic conditions
(detailed in [16]).
Experts use their senses to follow cheese ripening and they probably aggregate in a
complex way these information to regulate the evolution of the process. An important
information for parameter regulation is the subjective estimation of the current state of
the ripening process, discretised in four phases:
– Phase 1 is characterized by the surface humidity evolution of cheese (drying process). At the beginning, the surface of cheese is very wet and evolves until it
presents a rather dry aspect. The cheese is white with an odor of fresh cheese.
– Phase 2 begins with the apparition of a P. camemberti-coat (i.e the white-coat at the
surface of cheese), it is characterized by a ﬁrst change of color and a "mushroom"
odor development.
– Phase 3 is characterized by the thickening of the creamy under-rind. P. camemberti
cover all the surface of cheeses and the color is light brown.

– Phase 4 is deﬁned by strong ammoniac odor perception and the dark brown aspect
of the rind of cheese.
These four steps are representative of the main evolution of the cheese during ripening. The expert’s knowledge is obviously not limited to these four stages. But these
stages help to evaluate the whole dynamics of ripening and to detect drift from the
standard evolution.
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Phase estimation using GP

The interest of evolutionary optimisation methods for the resolution of complex problems related to agrifood has been proved by various recent publications. For example
[3] uses genetic algorithms to identify the smallest discriminant set of variables to be
used in certiﬁcation process for an italian cheese (validation of origin labels). [8] used
GP to select the most signiﬁcant wavenumbers produced by a Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy measurement device, in order to build a rapid detector of bacterial
spoilage on beef. And a recent overview on optimisation tools in food industries [21]
mentions works based on evolutionary approaches.
In a previous work on cheese ripening modeling [4, 19], a dynamic bayesian network has been built, using human expert knowledge, to represent the macroscopic dynamic of each variable. The phase the network is in at time t plays a determinant role
for the prediction of the variables at time t + 1. Moreover, four relevant variables have
been identiﬁed, the derivative of pH, la, Km and Ba at time t, allowing to predict phase
at time t + 1.
In this paper, we will focus on the phase estimation process: a genetic programming
approach is used to search for a convenient formula that links the four derivatives of
micro-organisms proportions to the phase at each time step t (static model), without a
priori knowledge of the phase at t − 1. This problem is a symbolic regression one, however, it has to be noted that the small number of samples and their irregular distribution
make it difﬁcult. Results will be compared with the performances of a static Bayesian
network, extracted from the DBN of [4], and with a very simple learning algorithms
(multilinear prediction, see section 5).
3.1

Search space

The derivatives of four variables will be considered, i.e. the derivative of pH (acidity),
la (lactose proportion), Km and Ba (lactic acid bacteria proportions, see section 2), for
the estimation of the phase (static problem). The GP will search for a phase estimator
\ i.e. a function deﬁned as follows:
P hase(t),
\ = f(
P hase(t)

∂pH ∂la ∂Km ∂Ba
,
,
,
)
∂t ∂t
∂t
∂t

The function set is made of arithmetic operators: {+, −, ∗, /,ˆ, log}, with protected
/ and log, and logical operators {if, >, <, =, and, or, xor, not} in order to allow complex estimation formula.

The terminal set is made of the four partial derivatives plus real constants. The
constant’s values are not limited, but randomly initialised using one of the following
laws U [0, 1], −U [0, 1], N (0, 1) (U is the uniform law, and N the normal law).
3.2

Fitness function

Available data are shared in two sets: learning set and validation set, that are randomly
chosen within the available data set for each run. The 16 available experiences are thus
randomly shared between learning and validation sets. The size of the learning set vary
from 10 to 15 experiments, while the size of the corresponding validation set vary from
6 to 1 experiment (see section 5).
The ﬁtness function, to be minimised, is made of a factor that measures the quality
of the ﬁtting on the learning set, plus a “parsimony” penalisation factor in order to minimize the size (the number of nodes, actually) of the evolved structures (to avoid bloat).
It is divided by the number of variables involved in the evaluated tree in order to favour
structures that embed all four variables of the problem (this is a requirement of biologists ; experiments also show that recognition results are better with this constraint):
P
f itness =

learning_set

¯
¯
¯ ∂pH ∂la ∂Km ∂Ba
¯
¯f ( ∂t , ∂t , ∂t , ∂t ) − P hase(t)¯ + W #N odes
#V ariables + 1

The parameter W has been experimentally tuned, the optimal value (W = 1)
favours evolution of structures with 30 to 40 nodes.
3.3

Genetic operators

A classical tree crossover (exchange of subtrees from a randomly chosen node) has
been used with probability pc (deﬁned per tree), as a means of evolving the structure of
the tree. Two types of mutations have been used:
– a subtree mutation (mutation of the structure), that randomly rebuilt a new subtree
from a randomly chosen node, applied with probability psm (deﬁned per tree),
– a point mutation (mutation of nodes content), applied with probability pcm (also
deﬁned per tree) that does not modify the structure, but randomly changes the content of each node of the tree within the set of compatible functions or terminals
(arity constraints). The probabilities (deﬁned per node) are detailed in table 1. Real
values are considered separately and undergo a real mutation with probability prm
as a multiplicative perturbation according to a χ2 law of parameter N :
x0 = x

PN
i=1

N (0, 1)2
N

prm and N vary linearly according to generations, from 0.1 to 0.5 for prm , and from
1 to 1000 for N , in order to start with rather unfrequent large radius mutations and
ﬁnish with more frequent mutations with smaller radius.

Table 1. Probabilities of point mutation operators
From
operator
variable
variable
constant
constant

to
probability
operator
0.1
variable
0.1
constant
0.05
variable
0.05
constant prm : 0.1 to 0.5
N : 1 to 1000

Crossover, subtree and point mutation probabilities vary along evolution according to the adapting scheme[6] available in the GPLAB toolbox[10]. pc , psm and pcm
are initially ﬁxed to 13 , and are updated according statistics of success of the various
operators computed on a tuneable window of past generations.
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Phase estimation using a Parisian GP

Cooperative co-evolution techniques rely on the imitation of cooperative capabilities of
natural populations, and their ability to build solutions via a cooperation process. These
techniques are starting to be used with success on learning problems, see [2] for a recent
reference on the topic. The large majority of these approaches deals with a coevolution
process that happens between a ﬁxed number of separated populations. We experiment
here a different implementation of cooperative coevolution principles, known as the
Parisian approach [5, 18], that uses cooperation mechanisms within a single population.
It is based on a two-level representation of an optimization problem, in the sense that
an individual of a Parisian population represents only a part of the problem solution. An
aggregation of multiple individuals must be built in order to obtain a solution at hand. In
this way, the co-evolution of the whole population (or a major part of it) is favoured instead of the emergence of a single best individual, as in classical evolutionary schemes.
The motivation is to make a more efﬁcient use of the genetic search process, and reduce
the computational expense. Successful applications of such a scheme usually rely on
a lower cost evaluation of the partial solutions (i.e. the individuals of the population),
while computing the full evaluation only once at each generation.
Phase estimation can actually be split into 4 combined (and simpler) phase detection
trees. The structures searched are then binary output functions (or binarised functions)
that are able to characterize one of the four phases. A global solution being made of at
least one individual of each phase.
4.1 Search space and local ﬁtness measurements
∂la ∂Km ∂Ba
We now search for formulas of type: I( ∂pH
∂t , ∂t , ∂t , ∂t ) with real outputs mapped
to binary outputs, via a sign ﬁltering: (I() > 0) → 1 and (I() ≤ 0) → 0. The functions
(except logical ones) and terminal sets, as well as the genetic operators, are the same as
in the global approach above.
Using the available samples of the learning set, four values can be computed, in
order to measure the capability of an individual I to characterize each phase:
k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} Fk (I) = 3

X
i,phase=k

X
I(sample(i))
I(sample(i))
−
#Samplesphase=k
#Samplesphase6=k
i,phase6=k

i.e. if I is good for representing phase k, then Fk (I) > 0 and F6=k < 0
The local ﬁtness value, to be maximised, is a combination of three factors:
LocalF it = max{F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 } ×

¯
#Ind
N bM axN odes ¯¯
×
#IndP haseM ax
N bN odes ¯ if N bN odes>N bM axN odes

The ﬁrst factor is aimed at characterising if individual I is able to distinguish one
of the four phases, the second factor tends to balance the individuals between the four
phases (#IndP haseM ax is the number of individuals representing the phase corresponding to the argmax of the ﬁrst factor and #Ind is the total number of different
individuals in the population) and the third factor is a parsimony factor in order to avoid
large structures. N bM axN odes has been experimentally tuned, and is currently ﬁxed
to 15.
4.2

Sharing distance

The set of measurements {F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 } provides a simpliﬁed representation in R4
of the discriminant capabilities of each individual. As the aim of a Parisian evolution
is to evolve distinct subpopulations, each being adated to one of the four subtasks (i.e.
characterize one of the four phases), it is natural to use an euclidean distance in this
four dimensional phenotype space, as a basis of a simple ﬁtness sharing scheme [7].
4.3

Aggregation of partial solutions and global ﬁtness measurement

At each generation, the population is shared in 4 classes corresponding to the phase
each individual characterises the best (i.e. the argmax of max{F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 } for each
individual). The 5% best of each class are used via a voting scheme to decide the phase
of each tested sample2 . The global ﬁtness measures the proportion of correctly classiﬁed
samples:
Plearningset
CorrectEstimations
GlobalF it = i=1
#Samples
The global ﬁtness is then distributed as a multiplicative bonus on the individuals
who participated in the vote:
LocalF it0 = LocalF it × (GlobalF it + 0.5)α
As GlobalF it ∈ [0, 1], multiplying by (GlobalF it + 0.5) > 1 corresponds to a
bonus. The parameter α varies along generations, for the ﬁrst generations (a third of the
total number of generations) α = 0 (no bonus), and then α linearly increases from 0.1
to 1, in order to help the population to focus on the four peaks of the search space.
Two sets of indicators are computed at each generation (see section 5, third line of
ﬁgure 2):
2

This scheme may also yield a conﬁdence level of the estimation. This measurement is not yet
exploited but can be used in future developments of the method.

– the sizes of each class, that show if each phase is equally characterised by the
individuals of the population.
– the discrimination capability of each phase, computed on the 5% best individuals
of each class as the minimum of:
P
k6=argmax{Fi } {Fk }
∆ = max {Fi } −
3
i∈[1,2,3,4]

5

Experimental analysis

Available data have been collected from 16 experiments during 40 days each, yielding
575 valid measurements.3 The derivatives of pH, la, Km and Ba have been averaged and
interpolated (spline interpolation) for some missing days. Logarithms of these quantities
are considered.
Table 2. Parameters of the GP methods
GP
Parisian GP
Population size
1000
1000
Number of generations
100
50
arithmetic and logical functions
arithmetic functions only
Function set
no sharing
σshare = 1 on the ﬁrst third of generations,
Sharing
then linear decrease from 1 to 0.1
αshare = 1 (constant)

The parameters of both GP methods are detailed in table 2. The code has been
developed in Matlab, using the GPLAB toolbox[10]. Comparative results of the four
considered methods (multilinear regression, Bayesian network, GP and Parisian GP)
are displayed in ﬁgure 1, and a typical GP run is analysed in ﬁgure 2.
The multilinear regression algorithm used for comparison works as follows: the data
are modeled as a linear combination of the 4 variables:
\ = β1 + β2
P hase(t)

∂pH
∂la
∂Km
∂Ba
+ β3
+ β4
+ β5
∂t
∂t
∂t
∂t

The 5 coefﬁcients {β1 , . . . , β5 } are estimated using a simple least square scheme.
Experiments show that both GP outperform multilinear regression and Bayesian
network approaches in terms of recognition rates. Additionally the analysis of a typical
GP run (ﬁgure 2) shows that much simpler structures are evolved: The average size of
evolved structures is around 30 nodes for the classical GP approach and between 10 an
15 for the Parisian GP.
It has also to be noted in ﬁgure 2 that co-evolution is balanced between the four
phases, even if the third phase is the most difﬁcult to characterize (this is in accordance
with human experts’ judgement, for which this phase is also the most ambiguous to
characterize).
3

The data samples are relatively balanced except for phase 3, which has a longer duration, thus
a larger number of samples: We got 57 representatives of phase 1, 78 of phase 2, 247 of phase
3 and 93 of phase 4.

average percentage of correct classification on 100 runs

standard deviation of percentage of correct classification on 100 runs
standard deviation of percentage of correct classification

average percentage of correct classification

70

65

60

BayesianNetwork
MultilinearRegression
GeneticProgramming
ParisianGP
55

6

5

4
3
2
number of experiences in validation set

1

20
BayesianNetwork
MultilinearRegression
GeneticProgramming
ParisianGP

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

6

5

4
3
2
number of experiences in validation set

1

Fig. 1. Average (left) and standard-deviation (right) of recognition percentage on 100 runs for the
4 tested methods, the abscissa represent the size of the test-set
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Conclusion and future work

This work is a ﬁrst step toward the use of GP to model complex interactions within
a cheese ripening industrial chain. Preliminary results presented in this paper show
the effectiveness of GP schemes to capture subjective mechanisms related to human
expertise. This point is extremely important for the automation of industrial process as
well as for the transmission of expert knowledge.
Additionally, the developement of a cooperative-coevolution GP scheme (Parisian
evolution) seems very attractive, as it allows to evolve simpler structure during less generations, and yield results that are easier to interpret. There are however some difﬁculties
to overcome in future developments. First, the computation time is almost equivalent
between both presented methods (100 generations of a classical GP against 50 generations of a Parisian one), as one “Parisian” generation necessitates more complex operations, all in all). One can expect a more favourable behaviour of the Parisian scheme
on more complex issues than the phase prediction problem, as the beneﬁt of splitting
the global solutions into smaller components may be higher and may yield computational shortcuts (see for example [5]). The second difﬁculty comes from the fact that
the Parisian sheme has to be adapted to the problem, it is not obvious for the moment
that a convenient sub-problem splitting can be built for other, more complex, prediction
problems.
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Fig. 2. A typical run of the Parisian GP:
- First line: the evolution with respect to generation number of the 5% best individuals for each
phase: the upper curve of each of the four graphs is for the best individual, the lower curve is for
the “worst of 5% best” individuals.
- Second line left: the distribution of individuals for each phase: the curves are very irregular but
numbers of representatives of each phases are balanced.
- Second line right: discrimination indicator, which shows that the third phase is the most difﬁcult
to characterize.
- Third line: evolution of the recognition rates of learning and veriﬁcation set. The best-so-far
recognition rate on learning set is tagged with a star.

